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Abstract: In high-speed and high-frequency electric machines, one of the major issues that impacts the
performance and capability of a machine is the high-frequency eddy current losses in the windings.
This work deals with AC winding losses in flat rectangular conductors. Aiming for eddy current
loss mitigation, two different materials are investigated and compared for the same winding design,
namely copper and aluminum. Using the finite element method (FEM), the conductor loss and current
density behavior are simulated at the strand level. Further, in order to verify the simulated losses, the
AC losses are measured and compared over a wide range of frequencies. Finally, recommendations
are provided based on the obtained measurements to identify the best winding topology that is most
suitable for automotive applications.

Keywords: AC losses; electromagnetics; magnet wires; eddy current losses; electric machines

1. Introduction

In modern automotive applications, the winding losses are typically the major loss
component that limits the output capability [1]. Therefore, manufacturers are paying
special attention during the winding design process to overcome this challenge. With the
growing demand for high-speed operation, the conductors are exposed to high-frequency
alternating flux, leading to high induced eddy currents in the conducting material. This
results in nonuniform current density distribution over the conductor cross-section area.
Eventually, the winding apparent resistance increases and additional losses are introduced,
which are known as AC winding losses [2–4]. The mitigation of the AC losses in the
windings is a major challenge. This is why many manufacturers have been exploring
unconventional smart technologies such as additive manufacturing in order to prototype
machine windings with high electromagnetic performance [5].

Hairpin windings have drawn a lot of attention, especially in traction applications.
Owing to their high fill factor, flat rectangular conductors have the benefits of high electro-
magnetic and thermal performance. With the present highly automated manufacturing
process, the production of these windings can be simplified. Accordingly, hairpin windings
are an attractive option for electrical machines that require high power density and effi-
ciency. The major drawback of such windings is the AC losses due to the significant skin
and proximity effects in the sloid conductors. Therefore, mitigation of AC losses in these
flat conductors is a key consideration for the design of high-power dense electric machines.

The modeling of AC winding losses is a time-consuming process due to the complex
models that must be built. Therefore, the designers of electrical machine typically assume a
uniform current density distribution at an early stage. As a result, the machine temperature
increases to unplanned levels, and different hotspots are detected during the actual machine
operation. This will finally lead to unexpected winding failures.
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In order to avoid winding failures, the effect of the eddy current must be inspected,
particularly in high-frequency domains. In the literature, different methodologies have
been used to estimate the AC winding losses, including analytical [6–8], FEM [9–11], and
hybrid approaches [12–14]. The analytical approaches are fast, although the accuracy is not
high owing to the approximations in the models. On the other hand, the FEM is relatively
accurate but the computational time is extremely high if a complete machine model is
considered. With this being said, this research is carried out using the FEM on a reduced
machine model in order to achieve high accuracy and fast computation times.

The main objective of this paper is to investigate the AC eddy current losses for
machine windings with flat conductors. First, the AC losses are modeled at the strand
level at different frequencies. Additionally, different conducting materials are compared—
namely copper and aluminum. Additionally, using a special testing approach, the AC
losses are measured and compared with the simulated results. A very good match is
obtained between both simulations and measurements. Finally, recommendation are
provided for the reader to highlight the importance of material selection, especially in
high-frequency domains.

2. Winding Simulation at Strand Level
2.1. Types of Eddy Current Losses

There are four types of eddy current losses in electrical machine windings, as shown
in Figure 1. This includes the skin effect, proximity effect, eddy current loss due to external
field, and circulating current losses. Additionally, the current distributions for both the
strand level and bundle level are illustrated, depending on whether the current is closed
within a single strand or multiple ones. Basically, the skin effect is the nonuniform distribu-
tion of the current density in a conductor due to its own time-varying current. During this
phenomenon, the current density is higher near the surface than in the inner part of the
conductor. Figure 1(a1,a2) show the current distribution at the strand level and bundle level
due to the skin effect. The skin depth is a measure of the current density and the effective
depth of the conductor when carrying an AC current, and is defined as the distances from
the conductor surface to the point at which the current density falls to 1/e (36.8%) of its
value at the outer edge. It can also be expressed as:

δ =

√
ρ

π f µoµr
(1)

where ρ is the conductor resistivity, f is the frequency of the current, µo is the permeability
constant of the vacuum, and µr is the relative permeability of the conductor material.

Figure 1. Different types of eddy current losses at the strand level and bundle level: (a1,a2) skin effect
losses; (b1,b2) proximity effect losses; (c1,c2) eddy current losses due to the external field; (d1,d2)
circulating currents losses in series- and parallel-connected conductors.
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With a smaller effective cross-section area, the losses due to skin effect will be higher.
as expressed in the following equation [15]:

Pskin = I2 ρ l
Ae f f

= I2 ρ l

π r2 − π (r − δ)2 (2)

where Ae f f is the effective cross-section area, l is the conductor length, and r is the
conductor radius.

Regarding the proximity effect, the nonuniform distribution of the conductor current
occurs due to currents in the adjacent conductors, as shown in Figure 1b. A third type of
loss is the eddy current loss due to the external magnetic field (Figure 1(c1,c2)). One last
type of loss is the circulating current loss, which is simply demonstrated in Figure 1 (d1,d2),
in which two solid conductors are located inside a slot with the upper conductor facing
less area of the ferromagnetic material. If the two conductors are connected in series as in
Figure 1(d1), there will be a parasitic eddy current induced in the strand level due to the
variation of the flux lines. Furthermore, if these conductors are connected in parallel as in
Figure 1(d2), there will be an additional circulating current at the bundle level. The main
reason for this current is that the magnetic flux that is linked by the upper conductor is
lower than the bottom one, resulting in a voltage difference between the two strands. One
of the effective solutions to reduce this circulating current is the transposition of the strands
so that each one is exposed to the same level of flux linkage.

2.2. Baseline Machine

Here, a 48-slot and 8-pole interior permanent magnet (IPM) synchronous reluctance
machine (SynRM) is proposed, targeting a pure electric vehicle traction application. This
design is based on the one used in the 2019 Nissan Leaf electric vehicle (model EM57) [16].
The electrical machine is equipped with a distributed winding and single-strand flat
conductors. The machine rated speed is 15,000 rpm, which results in a fundamental
frequency of 1 kHz. Additionally, in the flux weakening region, the speed can be increased
up to a maximum of 30,000 rpm, resulting in a fundamental frequency of 2 kHz. In order
to achieve a high fill factor for the rectangular conductors, the stator slots are designed
with a parallel-sided shape. In the rotor, each pole is designed with 3 delta shape interior
PMs in order to increase the machine power density. The machine configuration and
flux distribution are shown in Figure 2. In the highlighted winding layout, a single-layer
configuration is used and the number of slots per pole per phase is 2. Additionally, this
slot–magnet pole combination results in a high winding factor of 0.966.

Figure 2. Baseline machine: 110 kW SynRM and winding configuration with FEM analysis at rated
power (2019 Nissan Leaf—model EM57).
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2.3. Two-Slot Model at Strand Level

In order to investigate the performance of the baseline machine at the strand level,
a 2-slot motorette is modeled using the FEM. In this model, the 8 turns in each slot are
simulated individually to evaluate the losses in each turn, as shown in Figure 3. The
cross-slot leakage flux is calculated across a vertical line in the middle of the slot (y-line).
As can be seen, the leakage flux increases remarkably as it gets closer to the slot opening.
This issue will result in extra eddy current loss, which depends on the location of the strand
inside the slot. Eventually, different loss levels between the conductors in the same slots
will be introduced, despite carrying the same current at the same frequency.

Figure 3. Modeling of a two-slot motorette at the strand level and estimation of the cross-slot leakage
flux at high frequencies.

2.4. Mitigation of Eddy Current Losses in Hairpin Windings

In a single flat conductor with a height of hc, width of bc, and active length of
l, the eddy current losses due to the external AC magnetic field can be expressed as
follows [17,18];

Pe =
π l ω2

24 ρ
B2

o bchc
3 (3)

where Bo is the flux density of the sinusoidal external field, ω is the angular frequency, and
ρ is the material resistivity. From the above equation, different techniques can be used to
reduce the eddy current losses. This can be done via the following steps:

(i) Reducing the conductor height (hc). However, this method can result in a reduced fill
factor and an increased DC resistance component;

(ii) Reducing the external flux density (Bo). This is can be done be leaving a space near the
slot opening, so that the upper conductors are less affected by the cross-slot leakage
flux. However, using this method will result in a lower coil height, and eventually a
lower fill factor;

(ii) Increasing the material resistivity (ρ) can also be an effective method to reduce the
high-frequency eddy current losses. However, this requires the use of a different
conducting material than pure copper, with higher resistivity.

In this paper, the third technique is used because it reduces the high-frequency losses
without impacting the winding fill factor. To this end, aluminum is investigated as an
alternative material to copper.

2.5. Aluminum as an Alternative to Copper at High Frequency

Beside its high resistivity, aluminum has only 30% of the weight of copper. As a result,
the machine power density can be increased significantly, especially at high speeds. Using
the 2-slot model, the current density distribution is simulated at the strand level using
both copper and aluminum, and the results are compared in Figure 4 at a high frequency
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of 2 kHz. It can be noticed that both cases have the same increasing pattern of current
density, in which the current density is low at the lower conductor and it increases as it gets
closer to the slot opening. Under the same current and frequency, the maximum current
density is reduced by nearly 40% when using aluminum instead of copper. As a result, the
power losses in each turn are reduced significantly, as shown in Figure 5a at 2 kHz. In this
figure, it is clear that the top three turns possess over 70% of the total losses. Therefore,
using aluminum at this frequency level can be significantly beneficial for damping the eddy
current losses.

Figure 4. Comparison between current density distributions using copper and aluminum materials
at 2 kHz.

Figure 5. Comparison between flat copper and flat aluminum coils: (a) power loss in each turn at
2 kHz; (b) total power at different frequency levels.

Finally, the two materials are compared at different frequency levels and the winding
losses are shown in Figure 5b. Obviously, the copper coil has lower losses at low frequencies
up to nearly 1 kHz. However, above 1 kHz, the aluminum coil starts to show a relatively
better performance, which is much better at higher frequency levels. Thus, it can be
concluded that the aluminum coil is a better alternative only for high-speed machines with
serious eddy current winding losses. However, it can be used in the low-frequency domain
if the advantage of the low mass density outweighs the high-resistivity disadvantage.

3. Experimental Verification

Two coils with a flat conductor shape are prototyped using copper and aluminum
materials, as shown in Figure 6. Both coils have the same number of turns and the same
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conductor cross-section. The aluminum coil has only 30% of the weight of the copper one,
which means it can significantly improve the machine’s power density.

Figure 6. Copper and aluminum test samples and weight comparison.

For a fair comparison, both coils are placed inside the same 2-slot motorette, as shown
in Figure 7. This E-shape core is made from laminated silicon steel sheets with open and
parallel side slots. This special design results in a high fill factor for both coils of 72.6%.
In each coil, two temperature sensors (PT100) are used to detect the temperature at the
upper-layer and lower-layer conductors.

Figure 7. Assembly of the test samples with the 2-slot motorette: (a) flat copper coil; (b) flat aluminum coil.

Figure 8 shows the test setup used to measure and evaluate the power losses at
different frequency levels. The setup consists of a DC power source and AC variable
voltage variable frequency source connected to the test sample in series with a power
resistor. Additionally, various measurement devices such as a power analyzer and dSpace
MicroLabBox 1202 instrument are used for data acquisition. The voltage and current
signals are measured using voltage and current probes. The waveforms are also monitored
using the dSpace control disc and verified using a digital scope. Additionally, the sample
temperature signals are measured using a PT100 amplifier PCB. The temperature is also
verified using an external thermal camera next to the coil sample. A 2 kW noninductive
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resistance is selected to be connected in series so that it does not affect the current sinusoidal
waveform. Due to the high test currents, this series resistance is equipped with a powerful
heat sink. The resistor specification are listed in detail in the datasheet in [19].

Figure 8. Photograph of the complete test setup.

In order to perform the measurements at a defined temperature value, a specially
designed cooling jacket is prototyped using an aluminum interface and 3D-printed fixation,
as shown in Figure 9a. Both test samples are then assembled with the cooling jacket, as
shown in Figure 9b,c. Moreover, a water chiller is used to control the cooling temperature.

Figure 9. Cooling jacket used to control the sample temperature: (a) cooling jacket components;
(b) assembly with a flat copper coil; (c) assembly with a flat aluminum coil.

The thermal behavior is investigated first at steady state using DC and AC currents for
a time period of 5 min. As demonstrated in the thermal images in Figure 10, only the DC
current can result in a uniform temperature distribution over the test sample (Figure 10a).
On the other hand, when the coil sample carries A high-frequency AC current for a long
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time period, the temperature distribution is not uniform, even with forced cooling, as
shown in Figure 10b,c. With this being said, it can be concluded that performing the AC
loss measurement at steady state will not result in a better match between the simulated
and measured power losses. Instead, a fast testing method will be an efficient way to
perform the AC loss measurements.

Figure 10. Thermal behavior of the test samples under steady-state currents: (a) DC excitation
without cooling—uniform temperature; (b) AC excitation without cooling—nonuniform temperature;
(c) AC excitation with forced cooling—nonuniform temperature.

This fast testing method is carried out by allowing the current to pass through the
sample for only 2 s. In this way, the temperature of the test sample does not increase. Addi-
tionally, the main purpose of this fast testing approach is to perform the measurements at a
defined uniform temperature. In Figure 11, both samples are tested at a fixed temperature
of 25 ◦C. It can be seen that this temperature is uniform across the entire coil under forced
water cooling. In this way, the measured losses can be compared fairly with the values
obtained from the simulation.

The first step in the measurements is to measure the DC losses for both coils at a rated
current of 25 A and temperature of 25 ◦C. Then, the AC loss measurement is performed
under the same conditions at different frequency levels of up to 2 kHz. The total measured
losses are compared for both coils, as shown in Figure 12. As expected, the flat aluminum
coil shows lower losses starting from 1 kHz. In order to explain this performance more
clearly, the total losses are decomposed into the three main components: DC loss, AC loss,
and iron loss. The AC loss component is separated by subtracting both the iron loss and
DC loss from the total measured losses. Using a dedicated setup (see Appendix A), the
magnetic properties are measured for the laser-cut Si-Fe steel lamination used in the E-core.
As a next step, the parameters of the Bertotti formula are obtained from curve fitting of
the measured core losses at different frequencies and magnetic flux density peak values.
The core loss model is accurate and it considers the manufacturing effects after the cutting
process. Finally, as demonstrated in the bar graph in Figure 12, the AC loss component
in the flat aluminum coil is clearly lower than its value in the flat copper one, especially
at high frequencies. This is the main reason behind the performance superiority of the
aluminum at high frequencies.
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Figure 11. Fast testing approach under forced water cooling at a uniform temperature of 25 ◦C.

Figure 12. Total measured loss and its components at different frequency levels at 25 ◦C.

To verify the measured losses in the winding, the simulation losses are compared with
the measured losses, as shown in Figure 13. First, the net winding measured losses are
calculated by subtracting the core losses from the total measured losses at each frequency
level. The preliminary simulation loss is compared with the net measured loss, as shown in
Figure 13. It is clear that the simulation (red dashed line) is lower than the net measured
losses. The main reason is that the end winding losses are not included in the initial
simulation, causing a large underestimation in the losses. This is why the simulation loss is
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compensated by replacing the DC losses in the active length with the actual estimated one,
which is calculated from the actual wire length and gauge. In this way, the losses in the end
winding are taken into account. Finally, it is clear that the match between the compensated
simulation results and experimental results is much better.

Figure 13. Comparison between simulations and measurements for both test samples.

Finally, the ratio between the AC to DC losses is compared for both coil samples, as
shown in Figure 14. Obviously, the AC losses of the flat aluminum coil are remarkably
low, especially at high frequency levels. For instance, at 1 kHz, the ratio is reduced from
4.4 in the copper to less than half of this value. Also at 2 kHz, this ratio in the aluminum
coil is only 34% of its value in the copper one. To sum up, Table 1 compares the physical
and electrical properties for both flat copper and flat aluminum coils. It is clear that the
aluminum coil can provide significantly better performance at high frequencies with only
30% of the weight of copper.

Table 1. Comparison between the copper and aluminum flat coils.

Coil 1 Coil 2

Type Flat copper Flat aluminum

Mass density 8.96 gm/cm3 2.7 g/cm3

Coil Weight 183.6 gm 55.2 gm

Fill factor 72.6% 72.6%

Resistance Temper. Coeff. 0.00393 /K 0.00410 /K

Total losses
@ 2 kHz 12.1 p.u. 9.77 p.u.

Loss ratio (AC to DC)
@ 2 kHz 14 4.79

Preferable frequency range Up to 1 kHz Above 1 kHz
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Figure 14. The ratio between the AC to DC losses at different frequency levels.

4. Conclusions

This paper provides an investigation of the eddy current losses in flat rectangular
conductors at the strand level. Using the FEM, the winding domain is divided into single
conductors to evaluate the AC losses in each turn. Additionally, copper and aluminum are
compared at different frequency levels. In addition to weight and cost savings, aluminum
provides a much better electromagnetic performance in the high-frequency domain. Addi-
tionally, in order to verify the simulation results, two coils with a flat-shaped conductor
are prototyped and tested under the same electric and thermal conditions used in the
simulation. The measured results correspond well with those obtained from the simulation.
It is finally concluded that the flat aluminum windings are a much better alternative to the
copper windings due to their ability to limit the high-frequency eddy currents.
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Appendix A

Figure A1 shows the test setup used to measure the magnetic properties of the Si-Fe
laminations used in the E-shaped motorette.
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Figure A1. Magnetic material characterization for the Si-Fe lamination used in the E-shaped motorette:
(a) test setup using an Epstein frame; (b) measurement sample of the BH loop at 400 Hz.
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